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Classification and Change Detection Using
Landsat TM Data: When and How to
Correct Atmospheric Effects?
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The electromagnetic radiation (EMR) signals collected tance. Contrary to expectations, the more complicated al-
gorithms do not necessarily lead to improved perfor-by satellites in the solar spectrum are modified by scat-

tering and absorption by gases and aerosols while travel- mance of classification and change detection. Simple dark
object subtraction, with or without the Rayleigh atmo-ing through the atmosphere from the Earth’s surface to

the sensor. When and how to correct the atmospheric ef- sphere correction, or relative atmospheric correction are
recommended for classification and change detection ap-fects depend on the remote sensing and atmospheric data

available, the information desired, and the analytical plications. Elsevier Science Inc., 2001. All Rights Re-
served.methods used to extract the information. In many appli-

cations involving classification and change detection, at-
mospheric correction is unnecessary as long as the train-
ing data and the data to be classified are in the same INTRODUCTION
relative scale. In other circumstances, corrections are Two of the most common uses of satellite images are
mandatory to put multitemporal data on the same radio- mapping landcover via image classification and landcover
metric scale in order to monitor terrestrial surfaces over change via change detection. Two questions arise in all
time. A multitemporal dataset consisting of seven Land- such efforts about which clear answers are not available
sat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) images from 1988 to 1996 in the literature:
of the Pearl River Delta, Guangdong Province, China

1. When is atmospheric correction necessary priorwas used to compare seven absolute and one relative at-
to image classification and change detection?mospheric correction algorithms with uncorrected raw

2. If atmospheric correction is necessary, whichdata. Based on classification and change detection re-
method is best to use?sults, all corrections improved the data analysis. The best

overall results are achieved using a new method which As part of a study of landuse change in the Pearl River
adds the effect of Rayleigh scattering to conventional Delta, Guangdong, China (Seto et al., 2000), we ad-
dark object subtraction. Though this method may not dressed these two questions. The purpose of this article
lead to accurate surface reflectance, it best minimizes the is to present the results of the analyses.
difference in reflectances within a land cover class The electromagnetic radiation signals collected by
through time as measured with the Jeffries–Matusita dis- satellites in the solar spectrum is modified by scattering

and absorption by gases and aerosols while traveling
through the atmosphere from the Earth surface to the
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ford, C.A. 94305 trated in Figure 1. Each image has to go through a pre-
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minimum DN value in the histogram from the entire
scene is thus attributed to the effect of the atmosphere
and is subtracted from all the pixels (Chavez, 1989).Figure 1. Data processing flow chart for
More sophisticated algorithms derive atmospheric opticalclassification and change detection. The remotely
properties from dark objects in the image, and correctsensed image data are usually not ready for use

directly, but need to undergo a series of the images with the derived information. Ahern et al.
preprocessing steps in which atmospheric (1977) and Gordon (1978) used clear water as the dark
correction is often a primary concern. object to derive atmospheric optical information for ra-

diometric normalization. More recently, Kaufman et al.
(1997) found that there exist stable relationships betweensensors have spectral bands placed in portions of the
the surface reflectances of mid-infrared and those of thespectrum relatively unaffected by gaseous absorption in
blue and red spectra for dense dark vegetation (DDV).the atmosphere, and the gaseous scattering, or Rayleigh
This information can be used by atmosphere radiativescattering, can be well characterized. However, scatter-
transfer codes to retrieve the atmospheric optical depthing and absorption by aerosols are difficult to character- which is in turned used to correct the image. Liang et

ize due to their variation in time and space (Kaufman, al. (1997) implemented such an algorithm to correct
1993), thus constituting the most severe limitation to the Landsat TM images on a pixel-by-pixel basis. We in-
radiometric normalization of satellite data (Coppin and cluded four versions of DOS approaches, the DDV ap-
Bauer, 1994; Liang et al., 1997). proach, and a modified DDV approach in this study.

The interaction of solar radiation with the atmo- Relative atmospheric correction is based on the as-
sphere has been well characterized by Chandrasekhar sumption of a linear relationship between image bands
(1960). A number of radiative transfer codes (RTCs) across time. The linear relationship can be determined
based on radiative transfer theory have been developed from radiometric measurements over pseudo-invariant
to correct for atmospheric effects in satellite images features (PIFs) in the images, which are objects spatially
(Kneizys et al., 1988; Haan et al., 1991; Vermote et al., well defined and spectrally radiometrically stable. Schott et
1997; among others). Studies have shown that these radi- al. (1988) developed a technique that estimates the slope
ative transfer codes can accurately convert the satellite and intercept of the linear relationship from the mean and
measurements to surface reflectance (Holm et al., 1989; standard deviation of the DN values for the PIFs. Coppin
Moran et al., 1992). However, these corrections require and Bauer (1994) used five PIF features in three images,
accurate measurements of atmospheric optical properties a clear deep oligotrophic lake, a dense mature even-aged
at the time of image acquisition. These measurements homogeneous red pine stand, a large flat asphalt roof, an
are frequently unavailable or of questionable quality, undisturbed gravel-covered area, and a concrete aircraft
which makes routine atmospheric correction of images parking slab, to normalize Landsat images of 1984 and
difficult with RTCs. Many applications of remote sensing 1990 to the reference image of 1986 for forest cover
have to rely on algorithms that utilize information de- change detection in Minnesota, USA. Pax Lenney et al.
rived from the image itself to correct for atmospheric ef- (1996) used ten Landsat TM images to monitor the sta-
fects, and thus we limit our investigation to image-based tus of agricultural lands in Egypt. These data were first
correction algorithms. converted to at-satellite radiances and then normalized

using dark water and bright sand as the PIFs. A similar
Classification and Change Detection with technique was applied by Michener and Houhoulis
Atmospherically Corrected Data (1997) to normalize multitemporal SPOT images to mon-
Depending on the application, atmospheric correction itor changes in a forest ecosystem due to flooding and by
can either be absolute, where a digital number is con- Vogelmann (1988) to monitor forest change in the Green
verted to surface reflectance, or relative, where the same Mountains of Vermont using multitemporal Landsat
digital number (DN) values in corrected images repre- MSS images. Hall et al. (1991a) developed a radiometric
sents the same reflectance, irrespective of what the ac- rectification technique in which the PIFs are taken to be
tual reflectance value may be on the ground (Chavez and the extreme bright and dark pixels from the brightness-
Mackinnon, 1994). greenness space of the Kauth–Thomas transformation.

Dark object subtraction (DOS) is perhaps the sim- Hall et al. (1991b) used such a method to normalize
plest yet most widely used image-based absolute atmo- three Landsat MSS images to monitor patterns of for-
spheric correction approach for classification and change est succession.
detection applications (Spanner et al., 1990; Ekstrand, Chavez and Mackinnon (1994) developed a hybrid
1994; Jakubauskas, 1996; Huguenin et al., 1997). This approach which allows an absolute calibration to be ap-
approach assumes the existence of dark objects (zero or plied to historical data for vegetation change detection in
small surface reflectance) throughout a Landsat TM a desert environment. The multitemporal data were first

normalized relative to a radiometric master in whichscene and a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere. The
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ground radiance measurements were made during satel-
lite overpass, and then a brute-force matching was ap-
plied to render the absolute reflectance for all images.

A simpler approach taken by some other analysts to
circumvent the atmospheric effects when using Landsat
TM data for classification and change detection is to
drop the bands that are most severely affected by the
atmosphere. Foody et al. (1996) dropped both TM 1 and
2 in analysis to identify the successional stages of regen-
erating tropical forest. Collins and Woodcock (1994)
dropped TM 1 in a study to monitor forest mortality us-
ing the Gramm-Schmidt transformation. Skole and
Tucker (1993) used only TM 5 (dropped all the other
bands) to monitor tropical deforestation and habitat frag-

Figure 2. Subtracting a constant from a band ismentation in the Amazon from 1978 to 1988.
equivalent to translate the origin of the data set.An additional strategy to get around the influence of It has no effect on the variance–covariance matrix

the atmosphere is to use special analysis algorithms that for the classes of interest. Thus dark object
separate the atmospheric noise from the useful informa- subtraction for single date image have no effect

on classification results.tion. Fung and LeDrew (1987) used multitemporal prin-
ciple component analysis for change detection without an
explicit atmospheric correction in advance assuming that

multidimensional space as illustrated in Figure 2. Al-atmospheric differences were substantial sources of vari-
though the means of the classes change, the variance–ance and they should therefore be mapped into compo-
covariance matrix remains the same regardless of correc-nents orthogonal to those related to landcover changes.
tion. The unnecessary nature of atmospheric correction
on classification with single date image can be extendedWhen Is Atmospheric Correction Needed For Clas-
to postclassification change detection (Singh, 1989)sification and Change Detection?
where multiple images are classified individually and theIn certain circumstances, calibration of image data to ra-
resulting maps are compared to identify changes (Foodydiance units is necessary prior to classification and
et al., 1996). Similarly, atmospheric correction is also un-change detection using multitemporal images (Duggin
necessary for change detection based on classification ofand Robinove, 1990). The effect of the atmosphere can
multidate composite imagery in which multiple dates ofprevent the proper interpretation of images if it is not
remotely sensed images are rectified and placed in singletaken into account (Verstraete, 1994). Whether such cor-
dataset, and then classified as if it were a single date im-rection is needed depends on the information desired
age. In essence, as long as the training data are derivedand analytical methods used to extract the information,
from the image being classified, atmospheric correctionwhile choosing a correction approach should also con-
is unnecessary.sider the remote sensing and atmospheric data available.

Image differencing is another commonly usedFor many other applications involving image classifi-
change detection technique (Singh, 1989) in which the

cation and change detection, atmospheric correction is spatially registered images from two dates are subtracted
unnecessary. A typical example of a remote sensing ap- pixel by pixel. Then threshold boundaries between
plication for which atmospheric correction is not neces- change and stable pixels are found for the difference im-
sary is image classification with a maximum likelihood age to produce the change map. Whether or not images
classifier using a single date image. As long as the train- are corrected for atmospheric effects does lead to differ-
ing data and the image to be classified are on the same ent difference images as in Eqs. (1) and (2):
relative scale (corrected or uncorrected), atmospheric

D9ijk5[DNijk(1)2Ak(1)]2[DNijk(2)2Ak(2)], (1)correction has little effect on classification accuracy (Pot-
ter, 1974; Fraser et al., 1977; Kawata et al., 1990). For Dijk5DNijk(1)2DNijk(2)5D9ijk1C, (2)
Landsat TM data, the dominant atmospheric effect is
scattering which is additive to the remotely sensed sig- where D9ijk and Dijk are difference images with and with-

out atmospheric correction, respectively. DNijk(1) andnals, while multiplicative effect from absorption is often
neglected because the TM bands were selected to avoid DNijk(2) are the DNs of pixel (i, j) of dates 1 and 2 for

channel k. Ak(1) and Ak(2) are the additive atmosphericeffects due to absorption. Thus atmospheric correction
for a single date image is often equivalent to subtracting effects of band k for dates 1 and 2. The constant C is

the difference in additive atmospheric effects betweena constant from all pixels in a spectral band. Such correc-
tion is essentially nothing but translating the origins in two dates, Ak(1)2Ak(2). The effect of atmospheric cor-
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rection is equivalent to shifting the threshold values C transfer model. Contributions from the atmosphere to
NDVI are significant (McDonald et al., 1998) and canunits in the difference image histogram. In fact, the
amount to 50% or more over thin or broken vegetationthreshold boundaries are often not known a priori, but
cover (Verstraete, 1994). Similarly, the simple ratio (SR)have to be found empirically (Jensen, 1996; Ekstand,
vegetation index (TM4/TM3 for Landsat TM data) is con-1994). In such circumstances, atmospheric correction can
taminated by the atmosphere.be omitted when using image difference for change de-

In general, for applications where a common radio-tection. However, for change detection algorithms that
metric scale is assumed among the multitemporal im-assume a zero mean for stable classes in the difference
ages, atmospheric correction should be taken into con-image, radiometric normalization needs to be applied be-
sideration in preprocessing. There is growing interest infore taking the difference.
monitoring large areas using remote sensing images ofThis conclusion for change detection using image
high spatial resolution, such as those provided by Land-differencing with regard to atmospheric correction can
sat. Regional and continental scale analyses are becomingbe extended to change detection algorithms involving
more common, or are planned for the future (Skole,general linear transformations. Collins and Woodcock
1994; MRLC, 1996; Skole et al., 1997). For applications(1996) compared three levels of atmospheric correction
over large areas, it would be highly beneficial to be ablefor tree mortality detection in the Lake Tahoe Basin,
to train classifiers or change detection methods in oneCalifornia, USA using multitemporal principle compo-
place or time, and apply them in other places and/ornent analysis and a multitemporal Kauth–Thomas trans-
times. This kind of generalization will be dependent onformation. The three levels of atmospheric correction are
the ability to perform routine atmospheric correction of1) no correction, 2) matching DN values with PIFs, and
images. In the remaining sections of this article, we pres-3) absolute correction with DOS (Chavez, 1988). The
ent results of tests of the effects of a variety of atmo-stand level tree mortality was then related to the trans-
spheric correction algorithms on image classification andformed components through linear regression. Results
change detection involving generalization.indicate that there is no significant difference in pre-

dicting the tree mortality for the three levels of atmo-
spheric correction using either the multitemporal princi- ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION METHODS
ple component analysis or the multitemporal

DataKauth–Thomas transformation. The difference between
the transformed components with and without atmo- The data used in this study are seven Landsat 5 TM im-
spheric correction is essentially a linear transformation. ages from 1988 to 1996 over the Pearl River Delta, Gu-
The determination of the relationship between tree mor- angdong Province, China (WRS path 122 row 44). These
tality and the spectral indices does not change with or images were assembled for a study of land-use change as
without a linear transformation of the latter. this area is undergoing rapid changes due to economic

In contrast, it is necessary to correct atmospheric ef- development (Seto et al., 2000). The dates on which the
fects before classification and change detection in many images were collected are given as yymmdd as listed in
other situations. The normalized difference vegetation Table 2. All images were coregistered to the UTM coor-
index (NDVI) is often used to monitor vegetation dy- dinate system (zone 49) with a root mean square error
namics (Sader, 1987; Pax Lenney et al., 1996; Michener less than 0.3 pixels.
and Houhoulis, 1997). NDVI for Landsat TM images is
calculated as Dark Object Subtraction (DOS) Approaches

The relationship between the at-satellite radiance and
NDVI5

TM42TM3
TM41TM3

. (3) the surface reflectance for a uniform Lambertian surface
and a cloudless atmosphere can be written as (Kaufman

Considering the atmospheric effects, Eq. (3) should be and Sendra, 1988)
written as

Lsat5Lp1
qFdTv

p(12sq)
, (5)

NDVI5
(TM42TM3)2(A42A3)
(TM41TM3)2(A41A3)

, (4)
where Lsat is the at-satellite radiance, Lp is the path radi-

where A3 and A4 are the additive atmospheric effects for ance, Fd is the irradiance received at the surface, Tv is
TM 3 and TM 4, respectively. Equation (4) indicates that the atmospheric transmittance from the target toward
the atmospheric effects contaminates NDVI signals and the sensor, s is the fraction of the upward radiation back-
the modification is nonlinear. Myneni and Asrar (1994) scattered by the atmosphere to the surface, and q is the
found that the NDVI at the top of the atmosphere is surface reflectance. The incoming irradiance at the Earth
always smaller than that at the top of the canopy from surface Fd 5 Eb 1 Edown, where Edown is the downwelling

diffuse irradiance and Eb is the beam irradiance, Eb 5simulations using a vegetation/atmosphere radiative
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Table 1. Parameter Settings for the Four DOS Approaches where k is wavelength in lm. Edown for a Rayleigh atmo-
Based on Eq. (6)a

sphere can be estimated by any atmospheric radiative
transfer code. In this study, it was estimated by 6S (Ver-Methods Tv Tz Edown

mote et al., 1997) for a Rayleigh atmosphere, that is,DOS1 1.0 1.0 0.0
zero aerosol optical depth at 550 nm.DOS2 1.0 cos(hz) 0.0

DOS3 e2sr/cos(hv) e2sr/cos(hz) Rayleigh(6S) Finally, DOS4 attempts to add in the effects of at-
DOS4 e2s/cos(hv) e2s/cos(hz) pLp mospheric aerosols on Tv and Tz. For DOS4 the assump-

tion of isotropic sky radiance is adopted here (Moran eta The Rayleigh atmospheric optical depth for DOS3 (sr) is estimated
by Eq. (8), and that for DOS4 (s) is estimated by Eq. (10). Tz for DOS2 al., 1992). With this assumption, 4pLp estimates the
is cos(hz) for TM 1–4, and unity for TM 5 and 7. amount of exoatmospheric irradiance loss. The optical

thickness of the atmosphere can thus be estimated from
the following equation:E0 cos (hz)Tz, where E0 is the exoatmospheric solar con-

stant, Tz the atmospheric transmittance in the illumina-
Tz5e2s/cos(hz)512

4pLp

E0 cos(hz)
, (9)tion direction, and hz the solar zenith angle. Since s is

small in Eq. (5), it can be neglected, and solving for q
where both sides of Eq. (9) estimate atmospheric trans-from Eq. (5), we get
mittance in the illumination direction. Solving for s and
substituting with Eq. (7) leads toq5

p(Lsat2Lp)
Tv(E0 cos(hz)Tz1Edown)

. (6)
s52cos(hz)·ln

Four DOS approaches have been included in this study,
3112

4p[G·DNmin1B20.01(E0 cos(hz)Tz1Edown)Tv/p]
E0 cos(hz)

,2each of which calculates surface reflectance from Eq. (6)
using different simplifying assumptions for Tz, Tv, and
Edown (see Table 1). (10)

Due to the atmospheric scattering effects, the dark
where Edown is estimated by pLp, but Tv and Tz are un-object is not absolutely dark (Chavez, 1988). Assuming
knowns before s is estimated. We solved Eq. (10) itera-1% surface reflectance for the dark objects (Chavez,
tively by first setting Tv 5 Tz 5 1.0. After the initial s1989, 1996; Moran et al., 1992), the path radiance is esti-
value was solved, new Tv and Tz can be estimated and

mated as put back in Eq. (10) to solve for another s. This process
continues until s stabilizes, which was typically 4–5 iter-Lp5G · DNmin1B20.01[E0 cos(h0)Tz1Edown]Tv/p,
ations.(7)

where G is the sensor gain and B the bias used for con- The Dense Dark Vegetation (DDV) Approach
verting the sensor signals (DN) to at-satellite radiance.

The DDV approach assumes the existence of dense darkThe effect of sensor degradation with time on G was cor-
vegetation in the scene which can be used as a dark ob-rected based on data by Thome et al. (1997) and Teillet
ject for the blue (TM 1) and red (TM 3) channels. Theet al. (2000), and the sensor biases provided by Markham
Landsat TM 2.2 lm channel (TM 7) is transparent toand Barker (1986) were used. The minimum DN value,
most aerosol types (Kaufman et al., 1997). As a first-orderDNmin, was selected as the darkest DN with a least a
approximation, TM 7 surface reflectance is assumed tothousand pixels for the entire image (Teillet and Fedo-
be equal to the apparent reflectance at the top of thesejevs, 1995; McDonald et al., 1998).
atmosphere. For the dense dark vegetation, Kaufman etDOS1 assumes no atmospheric transmittance loss (Tv al. (1997) found the following relationships between theand Tz to be unity), and no diffuse downward radiation
surface reflectance of TM 7 and those of TM 1 and 3:at the surface (Edown to be zero) in Eq. (6) (Chavez,

1989). DOS2 approximates Tz by cos(hz) for TM 1–4, and q15q7/4, q35q7/2, (11)
unity for TM 5 and 7. Chavez (1996) showed that, for

where q stands for surface reflectance and the subscriptsmost acceptable images with atmosphere optical depth
for TM channels. The differences between the apparentbetween 0.08 and 0.3, and solar zenith angle between
reflectance in TM 1 and 3 and the predicted surface re-308 and 558, transmittance in the illumination direction
flectance from Eq. (11) are attributed to atmosphericcan be approximated, to a first order, by the cosine of
path radiance from which the atmospheric optical depthsolar zenith angle. DOS3 computes Tv and Tz assuming
is estimated. Liang et al. (1997) implemented this algo-Rayleigh scattering only, that is, no aerosols. The optical
rithm to correct Landsat TM imagery with a “smart mov-thickness for Rayleigh scattering (sr) is estimated in Eq.
ing window” in which each pixel in the image was cor-(8) as (Kaufman, 1989)
rected according to the dense dark vegetation surface
reflectance within the window or neighbouring windows.sr50.008569 k24(110.0113k2210.00013k24) (8)
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The dense dark vegetation is identified where q7<0.05 Relative Atmospheric Correction—the
Ridge Methodand NDVI.0.1.
Relative atmospheric correction is inherently empirical
and based on the assumption of a simple linear relation-The Modified Dense Dark Vegetation
ship among images across time and the dominance of(MDDV) Approach
stable features in the scene. Existing relative atmosphericThe DDV approach with a “smart moving window” was
correction approaches rely on the ability to identify PIFsmodified to a “fixed window” approach. Assuming uni-
from the images (Schott et al., 1988; Hall et al., 1991a).form atmospheric condition within a Landsat TM scene,
However, the process of PIF identification is not com-the dense dark vegetation was identified for the entire
patible with automatic change detection over large areasimage in the same way as in DDV. The average dense
(Pax Lenney et al., 2000). Kennedy and Cohen (1998,dark vegetation reflectance for TM 7 was used to predict
personal communication), based on their experience,the average dense dark vegetation surface reflectance for
suggested use of a density plot for all the pixels in aTM 1 and 3 through Eq. (11), and the corresponding
scene with one axis being the DN value of date 1 andpixels were used to estimate the average apparent reflec-
the other being the DN value of date 2. In such a plot,tance. To reduce the burden of data processing, the en-
DN values of all stable features form a “ridge” with thetire image was zoomed down by a factor of 10 in both
straight line that passes along the ridge defining the rela-vertical and horizontal directions. The 6S radiative trans-
tionship between dates of imagery. Each spectral bandfer code was run iteratively for each image with midlati-
must be corrected separately.tude winter standard atmosphere and continental aerosol

Relative atmospheric correction does not require es-model. The aerosol optical depth for 550 nm was set to
timation of any atmospheric optical properties, and itrange from 0.01–2.0 with 0.01 being the step size for
corrects not only the relative difference in atmosphericeach iteration. The aerosol optical depth for 550 nm was
conditions, but also all other perturbative factors such asdetermined when 6S produces a surface reflectance
sensor response and noise (Caselles and Garcia, 1989).which matches with that predicted by Eq. (11) from the
However, when classification and change detection in-average apparent reflectance of dense dark vegetation.
volve generalization in both time and space (Pax LenneyWith this aerosol optical depth, other TM bands were
et al., 2000), relative atmospheric correction is generallycorrected accordingly using 6S.
not applicable because it is difficult to identifying PIFs
across scenes for relative atmospheric correction. If mul-

The Path Radiance (PARA) Approach tiple sensors are involved in the multitemporal images, it
The PARA technique of Wen et al. (1999) evolved from is even more complicated to apply relative atmospheric
DDV and is based on the relationship that the apparent correction.
reflectances of visible and mid-IR bands at the top of the The relative atmospheric correction recommended
atmosphere are linearly correlated if the surface reflec- by Kennedy and Cohen (1998, personal communication)
tance are linearly correlated at the ground level for a was adopted in this study and is referred to as the Ridge
horizontally homogeneous atmosphere. For Landsat TM Method hereafter. This method uses all information
imagery, the following relationships exist: available in the image and circumvents the difficulty in

identifying PIFs. The “ridge” of the density plot does notq15q*1 1b1q7, q35q*3 1b3q7 (12)
change due to minor landuse/landcover changes in the

where b1 and b3 are slopes of the linear relationships and image. The image of 10 December 1988 was used as the
q*1 and q*3 are the apparent reflectance due to path radi- reference image, and all other images were rescaled ac-
ance from which the aerosol optical depth is retrieved. cordingly. Figure 3 is a density plot for TM 1 for the
To reduce the uncertainty in estimating q*1 and q*3 , Wen images of 1988 and 1989, in which the shades of grey
et al. (1999) used the mean apparent reflectance of ho- level show differences in density. The stable components
mogeneous clusters of vegetation identified from TM 7. in the two images determine the ridge in the density

plot. However, substantial changes in the images be-A homogeneous cluster of vegetation is defined as a
10310 window whose standard deviation of TM 7 appar- tween two dates, such as change in phenology or land

use/land cover, may compromise the utility of the Ridgeent reflectances is less than 0.02. On a graph of TM 1
or 3 versus 7, only the lower 20% of the homogeneous Method. Fortunately, phenology does not pose a serious

problem for images used in this study because all imagesclusters were used to determine the linear relationships
(Wen et al., 1999). The images were corrected similar to were collected during the winter. Due to the substantial

change in land use/land cover in the Pearl River Delta,the MDDV algorithm except that the aerosol optical
depth at 550 nm is estimated via 6S based on the inter- this portion of the image was not used while making the

density plots.cept of Eq. (12).
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and DOS3 certainly overestimate the transmittances in
both illumination and viewing directions. DOS2 overesti-
mates Tv. Chavez (1996) showed that cos(hz) approxi-
mated Tz fairly well to a first order when the solar zenith
angle is less than 558. Since scattering by aerosols is
stronger in the forward direction than in the backward
direction (Forster, 1984; Kaufman, 1989), DOS4 is likely
to overestimate the transmittances from the path radi-
ance received at-satellite in the backward direction of ra-
diation propagation. For general comparison, a midlati-
tude summer atmosphere with a visibility of 23 km and
solar zenith angle of 558, the transmittance in the illumi-
nation direction is about 0.40 for TM 1 and 0.90 for TM
7 (Schowengerdt, 1997). Although we do not know the
true values for Figures 4 and 5, the intent is to illustrate
the difference between the various approaches.

Downwelling Diffuse Irradiance at Surface and
Upwelling Path Radiance Apparent Reflectance
No downwelling diffuse irradiance at the surface (Edown)
is assumed for DOS1 and DOS2. Edown is obtained from

Figure 3. A density plot for TM 1 for the 1988 and 1989
6S for DOS3, MDDV and PARA, and is estimated asimages. Shades of grey level illustrate differences in density.
pLp for DOS4. Table 2 gives Edown for Landsat TM 1 forThe line that pass through the “ridge” in the center defines

the relationship used to “match” the two images. all images. The difference in Edown reflects the difference
in the atmospheric condition accounted for by each algo-
rithm to a certain extent. MDDV and PARA produced

ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION RESULTS bigger Edown values than DOS3 and DOS4 did, indicating
the atmosphere is estimated to be hazier by the formerAtmospheric Transmittances for DOS Approaches
two approaches than the latter ones. MDDV and PARATransmittances in the illumination direction (Tz) for all
have Edown values generally in the same magnitude, butDOS approaches for each band are plotted in Figure 4.
DOS3 mostly has higher Edown values than DOS4. ThisIt is unity for DOS1 for all bands across dates, and
implies that DOS4 underestimates Edown because a Ray-cos(hz) for DOS2 for TM 1–4, which varies by date due
leigh atmosphere is the clearest atmosphere possible andto changes in solar zenith angle, and it is constant across
a real atmosphere should not lead to a lower Edown thanbands for any given date. The transmittances are identi-
DOS3 where scattering dominates.cal for DOS1 and DOS2 for TM 5 and 7. With the Ray-

The upwelling path radiance apparent reflectanceleigh atmosphere assumption, Tz for DOS3 increases
for TM 1 is given in Table 3. The path radiance apparentwith wavelength and varies with time due to changes in
reflectance for DDV varies on a pixel-by-pixel basis andsolar zenith angle. For DOS4, Tz varies with both time
are not given. Those for DOS approaches are estimatedand bands, and the estimates are lower than those for
by the ratio of path radiance from Eq. (7) to the incom-DOS3 in the visible and mid-IR bands as expected due
ing solar radiance at the top of the atmosphere. The dif-to the consideration of aerosols. Differences among the
ferences between the predicted surface reflectances fromDOS approaches for Tz diminish as the wavelength in-
Eq. (11) and the observed apparent reflectances give thecreases and converge at TM 7 where Tz is 1.
path radiance apparent reflectances for MDDV. The in-The atmospheric transmittances in the viewing di-
tercepts in Eq. (12) produce the path radiance apparentrection (Tv) for all DOS approaches for each band are
reflectances for PARA. The DOS approaches produce al-plotted in Figure 5. They are similar to Tz except the
most identical path radiance apparent reflectances, andpath length is shorter so transmissions are higher. For
are smaller than those from MDDV and PARA. TheDOS1 and DOS2, Tv is assumed to be unity. For DOS3,
path radiance apparent reflectances for MDDV andit increases with wavelength, but is constant across time.
PARA are equivalent in magnitude. Both the downwel-It varies with both bands and time for DOS4. The differ-
ling diffuse irradiance at the surface (Table 2) and theences of Tv among all DOS approaches decrease as wave-
upwelling path radiance apparent reflectance suggestlength increases and vanish at TM 7.
that MDDV and PARA consider the atmosphere hazierIt is important to note that the atmospheric trans-
than DOS approaches do.mittances for DOS approaches may be different from the

actual values due to the underlying assumptions. DOS1 The upwelling path radiance for DDV and MDDV
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Figure 4. Atmospheric transmittance in the illumination direction (Tz) for DOS approaches for the six Landsat TM reflective
channels across time.

is sensitive to the coefficients in Eq. (11). The slopes of DOS1 and DOS3 are very similar and so are those for
Eq. (12) are given in Table 4 showing that b1 and b3 gen- MDDV and PARA. A larger range of pixels in the lower
erally agree with the coefficients in Eq. (11), implying end of DN were converted to dark pixels (zero reflec-
that these corrections will have similar impacts on the tance) by MDDV and PARA than DOS approaches in
images to be corrected. the visible bands. The differences among the LUTs de-

creased significantly at TM 5, and the LUTs were col-
Raw DN to Surface Reflectance LUT lapsed into two groups, those of DOS approaches and

those of MDDV and PARA. Distinctions of LUTs be-The conversion from raw DN values to surface reflec-
tance can be processed by applying a look-up table tween these two groups can easily be made at TM 5.
(LUT) for algorithms assuming a horizontally homoge- But, at TM 7, there are essentially no differences among
neous atmosphere. Among the algorithms included in the LUTs for all the corrections.
this study, only DDV accounts for aerosol horizontal
variation and the raw DN to surface reflectance conver- The Effects of Atmospheric Correction on
sion is processed for each pixel and can not be general- Classification and Change Detection
ized to a LUT. For all other absolute atmospheric cor-

Classification and Change Detection Schemesrections, a LUT with a maximum of 256 DN levels (for
The ideal way to evaluate how accurate an atmospheric8-bit imagery) can be generated. Plotted in Figure 6 are
correction produces surface reflectance would be tothe LUTs for the image of 1998. DOS2 generally gener-
compare in situ measurements of atmospheric propertiesates the highest reflectance for a given raw DN for the
and surface reflectance at the time of image acquisitionvisible and near-infrared bands, and its LUTs for TM 5

and 7 are identical to those for DOS1. The LUTs for with the estimates for these parameters resulting from
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Figure 5. Atmospheric transmittance in the viewing direction (Tv) for DOS approaches for the six Landsat TM reflective
channels across time.

the various forms of atmospheric correction (Holm et al., tance measurements, but can be performed with relative
measurements as well. The key point is to maintain con-1989; Moran et al., 1992; Ouaidrari and Vermote, 1999).

Unfortunately, these measurements are not generally sistency in the measurement of surface reflectance
among the multitemporal datasets, whether it is absoluteavailable, which is the case for the current dataset. How-

ever, classification and change detection do not necessar- or relative. Therefore, we evaluated the effect of the var-
ious atmospheric correction algorithms based on classifi-ily need to be performed with absolute surface reflec-
cation and change detection accuracies (Turner et al.,

Table 2. Downwelling Diffuse Irradiance of TM 1 at
Surface (W/m2/lm) for DOS3, DOS4, MDDV, and Table 3. The Path Radiance Apparent Reflectance of TM 1a

PARA Approachesa

Date DOS1 DOS2 DOS3 DOS4 MDDV PARA
Image DOS3 DOS4 MDDV PARA

881210 0.039 0.044 0.042 0.044 0.112 0.118
881210 137.9 84.8 397.6 436.0 891213 0.045 0.049 0.047 0.049 0.128 0.111
891213 137.8 97.0 446.0 408.8 901030 0.059 0.062 0.061 0.063 0.108 0.092
901030 139.3 102.6 478.4 411.6 920120 0.058 0.064 0.061 0.064 0.140 0.130
920120 138.1 129.8 467.6 460.2 931124 0.040 0.045 0.043 0.045 0.108 0.105
931124 137.6 98.1 361.7 373.4 951230 0.044 0.049 0.047 0.050 0.120 0.115
951230 137.5 110.2 411.4 409.9 960303 0.082 0.085 0.085 0.088 0.139 0.129
960303 140.0 155.3 575.6 568.0

a For DOS approaches, it is estimated as pLp/[E0 cos(h0)]. The differ-
ences between the observed apparent reflectances and the surface reflec-a No downwelling diffuse irradiance at the surface is assumed for DOS1

and DOS2, and it is not obtainable from the DDV code provided by tances predicted from Eq. (11) are the path radiance apparent reflectances
for MDDV, and the intercepts in Eq. (12) produce those for PARA.Liang et al. (1997).
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Table 4. Regression Coefficients (Slopes) for Eq. (12) Using be minimized. Also, we are ultimately more interested in
the Lower 20% of the Homogeneous Clusters with the accuracies of image classification and change detec-
Respect to TM 7 Apparent Reflectancea

tion than surface reflectance. The use of surface reflec-
Date b1 b3 tance is only to provide common units applicable across

space and time. While it is reasonable to expect that the881210 0.2184 0.4602
891213 0.2158 0.4805 method that estimates surface reflectance most accu-
901030 0.3063 0.5996 rately will also yield the most accurate image classifica-
920120 0.2230 0.4356 tion and change detection results, we are unable to eval-
931224 0.1614 3566

uate that issue in this study.951230 0.2021 0.5740
The tests conducted involve five different situations,960303 0.1641 0.3916

each using separate “ground truth” sites which are baseda Compare b1 with 0.25 and b3 with 0.5 as in Eq. (11).
on samples collected during field visits and augmented
in number by visual interpretation of the images after
returning from the field. Because the field work was1974; Fraser et al., 1977; Kawata et al., 1990; Tokola et
based on 1988 and 1996 images, most of the testing dataal., 1999; Heo and FitzHugh, 2000). More specifically,
were collected from these images. These five tests in-we have tested the accuracies of image classifications and
volve different classification and change detection sce-change detection using a maximum likelihood classifier
narios, and in all cases the images used for training arewhen the training data comes from one image (or pair
different from the images used for testing. Also, each ofof images in the case of change detection) and is applied
the five tests was executed in reverse order, meaningto other images. For this processing strategy to work

well, atmospheric effects between dates of images must that if it was trained on image A and tested on image B,

Figure 6. Raw DN to surface reflectance LUT for absolute atmospheric corrections. No LUT for DDV can be generated
because it corrects the image on a pixel-by-pixel basis.
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Table 5. Classification and Change Detection Accuracies (%) with Training and Testing Data Corrected by Each
Atmospheric Correction Algorithma

Test Training Testing Raw Ridge DOS1 DOS2 DOS3 DOS4 DDV MDDV PARA

1 1988 1996 41 (9) 69 (1) 55 (4.5) 48 (8) 55 (4.5) 55 (4.5) 59 (2) 55 (4.5) 51 (7)
1 1996 1988 37 (9) 54 (2.5) 53 (5) 42 (8) 54 (2.5) 53 (5) 46 (7) 53 (5) 58 (1)
2 1988 1996 41 (8) 75 (2) 69 (4) 77 (1) 73 (3) 37 (9) 57 (6) 60 (5) 45 (7)
2 1996 1988 61 (9) 83 (5) 86 (2.5) 86 (2.5) 87 (1) 75 (7) 74 (8) 84 (4) 77 (6)
3 1988 1996 42 (9) 60 (5) 64 (2) 53 (7) 65 (1) 50 (8) 60 (5) 60 (5) 63 (3)
3 1996 1988 50 (9) 64 (6) 66 (5) 61 (8) 67 (3.5) 63 (7) 69 (2) 72 (1) 67 (3.5)
4 1988 1995 57 (7) 71 (1) 68 (3) 63 (5) 70 (2) 63 (5) 63 (5) 53 (8) 43 (9)
4 1995 1988 64 (6.5) 70 (5) 81 (2.5) 82 (1) 81 (2.5) 79 (4) 59 (8) 58 (9) 64 (6.5)
5 88–95 89–96 21 (9) 63 (7) 70 (3.5) 64 (6) 70 (3.5) 57 (8) 81 (1) 71 (2) 65 (5)
5 89–96 88–95 52 (9) 76 (4) 77 (2) 70 (7) 74 (6) 77 (2) 68 (8) 75 (5) 77 (2)

Sum (84.5) (38.5) (34) (53.5) (29.5) (59.5) (52) (48.5) (50)
Ranks 9 3 2 7 1 8 6 4 5

a Numbers in parentheses indicate rank, by accuracy, for each atmospheric correction, for each test. Ranks for tied accuracies are averaged from
the corresponding consecutive ranks. A lower sum of ranks indicates a better correction.

then the opposite was also done. The use of multiple The training and testing data for the fifth test were
tests was intended to minimize the importance of the collected independently on the composite images of
random error component inherent in individual classifi- 1988–1995 and 1989–1996. This test was designed to test
cation results. The overall pattern of many classifications change detection in multidate imagery. The change
is expected to provide a clearer indication of relative ef- classes included are agriculture to water, agriculture to
fect of the various methods. fish pond, agriculture to urban, agriculture to developing

The training and testing data for the first classifica- land, water to agriculture, fish pond to urban, and devel-
tion experiment were collected on the 1988 and 1996 oping land to urban, and the stable classes are water,
images simultaneously. The geographical locations where fish pond, forest, agriculture, and urban.
the data were collected are exactly the same in the two

Classification and Change Detection Accuraciesimages, but the class may have changed between dates.
The overall pixel-based classification accuracies are pre-The classes considered are water, fish pond, forest, ur-
sented in Table 5. The numbers in the parentheses areban, developing areas (including quarries and construc-
ranks of performance within a test. When the accuraciestion sites), and agriculture in three stages, early, peak,
are tied, the ranks are the average of corresponding con-and harvested.
secutive ranks. Using this approach, better correctionData for the second classification test were collected
methods have a lower sum of ranks. Tests 1–5 show thatfrom the 1988 and 1996 images independently. Since it
all corrections improved the classification accuracy rela-was easier to collect data in this test than in the first test,
tive to the uncorrected raw data. Among the correctionmore data were collected. Results from the first test
algorithms, there is no single consistent “winner” over allshow that separating the agriculture into three categories
the tests. DOS3 turns out to be the best correctioncauses confusion. Thus in the second test, only a single
method. The results for DOS1 are very similar to thoseagriculture class was used.
of DOS3, but DOS3 results are usually better. The im-The data used for the third classification is from
provement of DOS3 over DOS1 probably results fromSeto et al. (2000), which were collected from the 1988
the spectral dependence of atmospheric transmittanceand 1996 images simultaneously for monitoring the land
accounted for by DOS3 (Chavez, 1988). The Ridgeuse/land cover dynamics in this region. This dataset was
Method ranks third, but its accuracies are not far fromoriginally intended to use as training data for an artificial
DOS3 and DOS1, indicating that it is a viable option. Allnetwork. As many examples as possible were collected
other corrections occasionally perform the best, but theyfor each class and a total of 809 sites were collected from
are inconsistent in their results and perform poorlythe whole image. Each training site is about ten pixels
sometimes. The performance of DDV, MDDV, andin size. The classes included are the same as in the sec-
PARA are very similar because they are all based on theond test except for the addition of a shrub class.
relationships of surface reflectances between the visibleThe data used for the fourth classification were col-
and the mid-infrared bands for dense dark vegetation.lected from the 1988 and 1995 images independently.
The coefficients given in Table 4 indicates that the rela-The intention of this test was to provide some variation
tionships identified by PARA are very similar to thosein the combination of solar zenith angles between the
used by DDV and MDDV. There is a limited improve-training and the testing images. The classes included in

this test are identical to those in the second test. ment of MDDV over DDV, indicating that horizontal
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Table 6. Classification and Change Detection Accuracies (%) with Training and Testing Data from the Same Image(s)
after Being Corrected by Each Atmospheric Correction Algorithm

Test Training Testing Raw Ridge DOS1 DOS2 DOS3 DOS3 DDV MDDV PARA

1 1988 1988 99 99 99 99 99 99 98 99 99
1 1996 1996 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96
2 1988 1988 97 97 97 97 97 97 92 96 96
2 1996 1996 97 97 97 97 97 97 95 97 97
3 1988 1988 77 77 77 77 77 77 68 77 76
3 1996 1996 82 82 82 82 82 82 77 82 82
4 1988 1988 99 99 99 99 99 99 98 99 99
4 1995 1995 89 89 89 89 89 89 87 88 88
5 88–95 89–95 100 100 100 100 100 100 98 100 100
5 89–96 88–96 99 99 99 99 99 99 96 99 96

homogeneous atmosphere is a valid assumption for the classified. This result extends to the situations in which
multidate classification is used in change detection anddataset used in this study.
the multidate signatures of classes are derived from the
images to be used in the multidate classification.DISCUSSION All the absolute correction methods used in this pa-
per correct for effects of path radiance, which is theThrough scattering, atmospheric aerosols increase the

apparent reflectance of dark objects and reduce it for largest atmospheric effect on optical images (Kaufman,
1993). As a result, all these methods lead to improve-bright objects in the image causing loss of information.

The information lost cannot be recovered by these atmo- ments in classification and change detection when gener-
alization is involved. The more complicated correctionspheric corrections because the number of surface re-

flectance values or corrected DNs will not exceed the methods (DOS4, DDV, MDDV, PARA) try to estimate
aerosol optical properties from path radiance. However,number of raw DN levels. The effects of atmospheric

correction are to reduce the error in estimating the sur- the accuracy of such estimations depends on assumptions
about the reflectance of the dark objects, the aerosol sin-face reflectance and/or to set a multitemporal dataset to

a common radiometric scale. Atmospheric correction gle scattering phase functions, and the aerosol single
scattering albedo. Classification and change detectionshould not be expected to add new information to the

original image. When the training and testing data are tests indicate extraction of aerosol optical properties
from path radiance for use in atmospheric correctionfrom the same image, the classification and change de-

tection accuracies are almost identical for all the atmo- generally does not lead to improved accuracy. Most of
the time, the simple corrections (DOS3, DOS1, thespheric correction methods as the raw data (Table 6). In

such experiments, the training and testing data are al- Ridge Method) work best.
The results presented in this article have profoundready in a common relative scale under the assumption

of a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere; thus classifi- implications for the use of Landsat TM imagery to moni-
tor large areas through time. Monitoring large areas willcation and change detection is not affected by atmo-

sphere correction. A number of previous studies showed require movement away from the conventional approach
used for studying small areas which require training datathat atmospheric correction has little effect on classifica-

tion accuracy of single date image (Potter, 1974; Fraser from the images to be used. Methods based on general-
ization of training data will be required. Since all atmo-et al., 1977; Kawata et al., 1990). Our results showed that

it is unnecessary to correct atmospheric effects prior to spheric corrections yield improved results under these
conditions, it is apparent that atmospheric correction willimage classification if the spectral signatures characteriz-

ing the desired classes are derived from the image to be be a necessary component of large area monitoring proj-

Table 7. The Average Jeffries–Matusita Distance for the Same Class between Two Dates or Two Composite Dates (Test 5)a

Test Raw Ridge DOS1 DOS2 DOS3 DOS4 DDV MDDV PARA

1 1.99 1.79 1.85 1.91 1.80 1.96 1.93 1.90 1.89
2 1.98 1.28 1.60 1.84 1.46 1.88 1.73 1.72 1.77
3 1.89 1.11 1.32 1.65 1.18 1.59 1.29 1.46 1.35
4 1.85 1.84 1.80 1.85 1.83 1.79 1.84 1.79 1.90
5 1.99 1.97 1.93 1.95 1.95 1.97 1.91 1.91 1.89

a DOS3, DOS1 and Ridge Method have shorter JM distances which generally corresponds to higher accuracies in Table 5. Note the JM distance
for Test 5 is on a different scale due to the increase in dimensions.
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ects. Our results of the simpler methods producing the are not required, simple atmospheric correction algo-
best results is encouraging with regard to the processing rithms, such as DOS or a relative correction, is recom-
constraints associated with analyzing large numbers of mended. Further studies are needed to evaluate which
Landsat images. image-based correction algorithm leads to the most accu-

This evaluation based on classification and change rate estimates of surface reflectance.
detection accuracies does not provide information about
which absolute atmospheric correction results in the This research is partly supported by NASA Grant NAG5-3439
most accurate estimates of surface reflectance, but about and partly supported by NASA Grant NAG5-6214. The authors
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